
Monodraught CPD Presentations Accredited by RIBA

Leading zero- and low-energy ventilation specialist Monodraught has announced that its CPD modules have been accredited by
RIBA. Details of online information and seminars are now available via the RIBA CPD Providers Network.

The accredited CPD materials are hosted online at the RIBA website and available for download to registered architects as two online learning
options – Low Energy Building Design PART 2 and Low Energy Building Design PART 1.

A CPD seminar presentation, Low Energy Building Design - A Natural Approach to Energy Saving, is also available for groups, either via the
RIBA website or arranged directly with Monodraught.

The in-depth presentation explores the various approaches available to apply natural technologies within the built environment. It also
demonstrates how easy it is to specify products that work in harmony with a building’s aesthetics to increase its natural performance, whilst
minimising energy consumption.

Reporting on his experience of a Monodraught CPD seminar, James Bourne, a building services manager with Atkins Global, says: “Free time
is limited, yet we need to keep up-to-date with current technology, so CPDs are ideal. Monodraught’s recent CPD highlighted new solutions
such as the application of phase change materials in its Cool-Phase ventilation system, and the use of Performance Components in its latest
dynamic thermal modelling system for Windcatchers, both of which can help us produce low energy buildings with predictable outcomes.” 

Commenting for Monodraught, Business Development Director Robbert Alsem says: “Having pioneered the development of natural, zero- and
low-energy building services solutions, Monodraught’s CPD presentations have always been in demand with architects, consultants and
building services engineers. Now, following recent innovations such as Cool-Phase and our joint venture with building performance analysis
specialist IES to develop the Performance Components natural ventilation modelling systems, we are available to present viable new solutions
for natural ventilation and phase change materials.”

Within its CPD portfolio Monodraught also offers specific modules on natural ventilation, natural daylighting and Cool-Phase. All the CPD
modules are also available to CIBSE members via the institute’s website. Alternatively, call Monodraught on 01494 897700, fax 01494 532465,
email info@monodraught.com or visit the website at www.monodraught.com.

NB: Windcatcher and Cool-Phase are registered trademarks owned by Monodraught Limited.
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About Monodraught:
In the current climate of soaring energy prices and the fear of global warming, increasing attention is being focused on Monodraught’s range
of energy-free products. Monodraught has always sought to invent, explore and develop innovative technologies that harness the wind and
sun. Products include Windcatchers, Sunpipes, Suncatchers, Sola-vents, Sola-boosts and Cool-Phase.


